P2 Roundtable Teleconference
April 28, 2006

Participants
Javier Ballí – EPA
Annette Smith – EPA
Audree Miller – ADEQ
Susan Roothaan – Nurtured World
Michelle Vattano – NMED
Chris Campbell – WERC
Dianne Wilkins – ODEQ
Thomas VinsonPeng – Zero Waste

Action Items
From El Paso Meeting
Ø Javier to check with Mellissa Gaylon about including a link to Zero Waste on case
studies.
Ø Javier to pass feedback from roundtable to RCC
o No source reduction on grants
o Would it support green chemistry
o General discussion of too many voluntary programs, not working together.
Ø Dianne to get a list of Oklahoma industries that may write a letter supporting
NPPR’s efforts.
Ø Thomas to get measurement input/output and guidance document
JAVIER
Anything to add here?

From 4/28 teleconference

Ø Susan to summarize results from El Paso workshop visioning exercise
Ø Thomas will take the lead on an August agenda. Thomas agreed to have a solid
draft of the agenda by May 26. The group agreed to talk in Atlanta about it.
Ø Audree will coordinate a dinner arrangements, and green building tours for
Heifer Intl. and Clinton Library.

Ø Audree will see if she can find a site for a visit on May 910; Michelle suggested
a hospital. Audree will try to find a hospital.

Update on Site Visits
The group reviewed the Site Visits and training and discussed how to incorporate training
on site visits into our meetings. The discussion centered around site specific information.
We also discussed different ways of incorporating SAV’s into the P2 Roundtable, to
encourage participation and to increase the knowledge of participants. Some ideas
included:
· Slides based training
o What to look for,
o what to bring,
o tips etc…
· Site Visits
o These would
Susan summarized the vision statement and said she would summarize the results of the
exercise we did in El Paso.

Atlanta Natl. Environmental Partnership Summit
Chris led the discussion on the NEP presentation. Dianne will do a Baldridge
presentation; Thomas will cover ISO, and then compare the two systems. Susan will
discuss performance based audits. State case studies will give each state partner 78 min
each to discuss their specific programs. Chris concludes with a discussion on Audree’s
programs. 1015 minutes to Q&A, ask the audience for their input, experience,
ISO/Baldridge or both.
We will be meeting Monday night,
· Reception from 57
· Meet approximately 6:30 to touch base.
· We will combine all our presentations onto a disc, then give to AV people.
Optional group agreed to meet invformally Thursday morning.

August Roundtable
Javier invited Anne Good and several other people from various organizations.
Marylin May, of Kaufman County also expressed interest in attending.
The group discussed the idea of doing a Site Visit as part of a joint training for facilities.
Dianne could lead a site visit, if we do it. Thomas would need to organize around his
teaching schedule. The idea is to pick a few leads from proactive pretreatment programs.

Udates
Zero Waste  Thomas had a presentation on April 27, 2006 to a group of elected officials
and other stakeholders in Fayette county to teach them about the principles and practice
of Zero Waste. The group is exploring how to use Zero Waste (which includes source
reduction strategies) to decrease pressure on expanding landfills.
EPA  Javier will have to combine roundtables with site visits and grant reviews. Did
one grant review with TMAC. TMAC is working with a facility that is making
microcircuits. They had a series of factories in a box.
WERC  Chris was in a panel that was looking at Native American aspects of the Clean
Water Act. Many of the tribes are struggling with CWA. He incorporated P2 and some
of WERCs’ P2. Javier asked if they wanted to apply for P2 funds; Chris said they are
always included in NMED/WERC grants. He didn’t know if they wanted direct support.
Susan was wondering if we could talk about the Mexican training New Mexico is
conducting.
ADEQ  Audree attended LEED certification training at Heiffer Intl.
NMED  Michelle said she did P2 training in Gallup for spray painting. She had quite a
few NMED people so they got a lot of work done on P2 integration. She was also
partnering with OSHA. OSHA included ideas for training and publications. They wanted
to present this in another part of the state. She and Chris sent out information on the
Consumer Workshop to her mailing list.
Nurtured World  Susan is doing a pilot project for middle school teachers for middle
school teachers on the June 15th, 2006. Teachers in the district will get a $100 stipend for
completing the course and providing feedback.

